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Ground plan:
The separate functions of living and

sleeping are sufficiently expressed in the
rectangular disposition of the two building

tracts. The bedroom wing is two-
storied, each storey presenting an unity of
two bedrooms, bath and WC. The living-
room wing is two-storied to the north,
with its basement storey for laundry and
storage largely retreating into the hillside.
To the south, the upper floor level
provides the large living- and dining-room,
sheltering a covered entrance and car
park beneath it.

With the exception of the window
frames and a few other details painted
white, all outer surfaces were treated in
red-brown paint, which proved to be a
good colour contrast throughout the
year.

Constructed 1941 ; building expenses
(excluding land and furniture) 12 000
dollars.

A house in Northfield near Chicago built
of wood (pages 8—9)

This house was projected for a family
of two adults and two children living
without a maid, and had to be adapted
to the climatic conditions of continental
middle-west America. The southern front
consists of a large glass wall, so that the
strong exposure to the rays of the winter
sun in daytime considerably contributes
to the heating of the rooms. The inclination

of the roof is at a parallel angle to
the entering rays of the winter sun at
its lowest point at noon, so that the rooms
are flooded with sunshine in winter; during

the summer, when the sun is high,
the windows are shaded by the
overhanging roof.

The house includes a large livingroom,
separated from the kitchen by a low-
level partition, a large bedroom for the
children, subdivided by closet walls set
freely into the room, the parents'
bedroom with wall closets, a bathroom with
separate compartments for shower and
WC, and a storage room where heating
and boiler centres are installed and which
can be used at the same time as a working
room. The large livingroom includes a

bar, an open fireplace, a corner for meals
with a table that can be wheeled to and
from the kitchen fully laid.

Along the south side of the house, under
the projecting roof, runs the covered
terrace with the corner for outdoor meals
which is often used in fine weather, and
can be served directly from the kitchen
by a pass.

A house in two segments (pages 10—12)

This house is situated on a steeply
sloping plot in a forest region of Oakland,
California. Living- and sleeping units are
provided separately in two independent
tracts, the living tract being for climatic
reasons constructed on a considerably
lower level to protect the living- and
dining-rooms with their large glass
surfaces from the glaring sun.

A covered staircase connects the two
tracts, leading up over several grades of
the slope.

The principal problem for the architects
was to build a house for three generations,
allowing a largely independent functioning

of their parallel needs. As both
segments are relatively small, both living
and sleeping had to be concentrated on
the smallest possible space, and at the
same time an organization of these functions

to be found which would still permit
the feeling of ease and natural liberty of
movement to the inhabitants.

The technical installation was separately

planned for each building, giving for
example independent heating plants to
both living and sleeping tracts, so that
we have two completely separate units.

A house in seven zones near Los Angeles
(pages 13—17)

This site on a southwestern mountain
slope near Los Angeles was chosen largely
because of its unrivalled view over the
town and the sea. The house is surrounded
by a rich tropical vegetation. The building
plot was picked out between two natural
elevations of the ground forming a
protective wall to both sides of the building.

The most conspicuous factor in the
ground plan, dominating the structure
of the whole house, is the uninterrupted
suite of livingroom and loggia which
occupies the whole length of the building
from north to south, along which the
other rooms form a secondary group.
This axial body opens into the surrounding

landscape to the north and to the
south, thus forming the passage for a

constant interrelation of the interior with

the intensely tropical outer surroundings
in a free continuity of space. The study
and diningroom are dependant from the
central living-room and can be closed off
by folding walls and sliding doors if
separate rooms are needed.

This additional continuity of the rooms
to the right and left of the central living-
room forms a secondary transversal axis,
leading over the inner dining-room to an
outdoor porch reserved for meals in the
open, thus permitting a double relation
with nature. Both the rooms reserved for
meals are directly accessible from the
kitchen.

The wall closets in the dining-room
can be opened from the kitchen as well
as from the room side. The kitchen, which
is placed behind the two dining-rooms,
has an automatic washing machine
besides the regular kitchen installation, so
that no additional laundry is needed.
The study, completely furnished as an
atelier, can be turned into a guest room
because of its large sofa. The bedrooms
of the parents and children are isolated
from the other rooms on the west of the
house, with a view onto the hill and
surrounding eucalyptus grove.

An additional bedroom is accessible
from the entry hall, providing a guest —
or maid's room.

From the entry hall, a staircase leads
to the large roof terrace over the
bedrooms of parents and children, offering
on its partly covered area outdoor sleeping

commodities for hot weather. A
sideboard and corner for meals beside
the chimney complete the necessary
furnishings for out-of-doors life.

Bellah house (pages 18—19)

General features: This house constitutes

an example for carefully planned
room disposition on relatively small
building area. The mutual positions of house
and garage tracts create an outdoor living
space completely sheltered against intrusion

from without; the living-rooms:
dining-room, salon and study, centre around
this secluded court, their windows viewing

the swimming-pool and greenery.
Ground plan:
The house is one-storied, all the rooms

being on ground level. The kitchen is
situated behind the living- and dining-
rooms, both looking onto the terrace. The
two bedrooms and bathroom with douche
are situated along a separate corridor,
accessible from the entrance. A separate
smaller building contains the study and
the adjoining garage, with an additional
shelter for a second car.

Wood frame construction with outside
woodwork of natural red California wood.
Sliding-doors and -windows give more
flexibility to the ground plan and allow
a close interrelation between interior and
garden spheres.

A house on the coast of Oregon
(pages 20—21)

This house stands among the high
grass on a beach of the western coast of
Oregon. Its isolated position in the wild
natural surroundings largely determined
the constructive and formal quality of
the house. To the west, a large row of
windows gives a full view of the ocean,
while the north and eastern walls are
solid for greater shelter.

The front elevation to the west is in
rough stone masonry, while the back
walls to the east are covered with compact

woodwork. The interior plan of the
house is mainly determined by the large
covered hall and veranda jutting out
towards the ocean, whose spaciousness
takes up half of the ground floor, thus
making the hall the main feature of the
house. This central room comprises the
living-room and dining-room, adjoining
the bedroom wing and bathroom on the
north of the house, and the kitchen and
storage rooms to the south. Two maid's
rooms, a guestroom, bath and storage are
situated above the garage and dining-
room.

House of an Italian vine-grower in Castana
(page 22)

This house was built for three persons
— the parents and a daughter — on a
hillside among the vines. Its situation on
the slope occasioned a full-sized basement
storey with entrance and staircase on the
south side, which recedes into the hillside
with cellar, storage and garage to the
north.

In the upper storey, kitchen and bath,
as well as the two bedrooms on the southeast,

centre around a spacious living-
room, whose glass partition towards the
staircase permits an additional view to
the north-west.
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norm Brief- und Milchkasten

Ab Lager lieferbar

Brief- und Milchkasten
Kellerfenster und -TUren
Kohleneinwürfe
Ventilationseinsätze
Stab- und Gitterroste
Schuhkratzeisen
Teppichrahmen
Waschhängeanlagen
Teppich klopftisch e

Kleiderschränke

norm Bauteile am tagep

Sunway-norm tamellenstoren

Liefertermin auf Anfrage

Garagetore
Klapptreppen
Zählerschrank-Türen
Sunway-norm Lamellenstoren
Tür- und Fensterzargen
Fensterbänke
Rolladenkasten

norm Türzargen
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»EC
der neue elektrische Haushaltungsherd

unerreicht in der Form und seinen Vorteilen

ÄPHIB
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Fabrik für Haushaltungsherde und Grossküchenapparate Elektrisch-Gas-Holz/Kohlen

Auskünfte und Offerten durch Installationsgeschäfte und Elektrizitätswerke oder direkt
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SANITÄRE APPARATE
Klosette • Bidets • Urinale

Waschtische • Wandbecken • Badewannen

formschön

widerstandsfähig

der

KERA-WERKE AG., LAUFENBURG (AG)
Fabrik für sanitäres und technisches Porzellan

Bezugsquellen:

Die Mitglieder des Schweizerischen Großhandelsverbandes

der sanitären Branche

Jedes unserer acht ZEPHIR-VACUUM-Modelle bietet Ihnen
Gewähr, allen Wäsche-Anfall Ihrer Familie von 4—6 Wochen
mit geringer Mühe, in halber Zeit, sauberer und vor allem
schonender für die Gewebe zu besorgen, als dies mit jedem
anderen System möglich wäre.
Weder Voreinweichen noch Kochen des Waschgutes sind
überholte Begriffe. Sicher kennen Sie die wichtige Tatsache,
daß beim Waschprozeß die Lauge verschiedene Temperaturstufen

passieren soll, beginnend bei ca. 35 bis 40° C und
ansteigend gegen den Siedepunkt, der vielfach mit Vorteil
erreicht werden soll. Es gehört zum Geheimnis blütenweißer
Wäsche, diesen Punkt nicht zu vernachlässigen; seine
Mißachtung kann das Einbrennen von Schmutz und Eiweiß zur
Folge haben und die Wirkung der sauerstoffhaltigen Waschmittel

rapid herabsetzen.
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Die ZEPHIR- Waschglocke wäscht schonend durch VACUUM-Saugwirkung

WASCHAPPARATE-FABRIK
ZÜRICH 23/SIHLQUAI 75/TEI. 23 27 86
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